Browsing a database of article abstracts is one way to select and buy relevant magazine articles online. Our research contributes to the design and development of text grammars for abstracting texts in unlimited subject domains. We developed a system that parses texts based on the text grammar of a speci c text type and that extracts sentences and statements which are relevant for inclusion in the abstracts. The system employs knowledge of the discourse patterns that are typical of news stories. The results are encouraging and demonstrate the importance of discourse structures in text summarisation.
are followed in Section 4 by an evaluation and discussion of the results. In Section 5 we specify the contributions of the study, while referring to related research.
TEXT CORPUS AND OUTPUT OF THE SYSTEM
The articles come from the magazine Knack, from the columns 'België' and 'Document'. Knack is published weekly and covers a variety of subject domains (e.g. politics, economy, fashion, sports and the arts). The articles, written in Dutch, all belong to the discourse type of written news stories and cover both hard news and features [2, p. 14] . Hard news articles report on accidents, crimes, announcements, discoveries and other events that have occurred or come to light since the previous issue of the magazine. Articles in the column 'België' belong to this category. Features are longer articles, and do not necessarily cover immediate events. They contain elaborate stories on a variety of topics, providing much background information on the topic and sometimes carrying the writer's personal opinion. The majority of them have a narrative character, but not only do they recall past events, they also interpret and explain them. The articles in the column 'Document' are representative feature articles. Some articles in the selected columns are written in the form of an interview. The articles are of varying length. They usually range from ten to twenty-ve megabytes when stored electronically and cover multiple pages in a printed text. Some very short articles covering only one or two paragraphs do occur exceptionally.
The purpose of the abstract is to highlight certain aspects of the article in such a way that its user is maximally interested in buying the article. The facility to browse the article abstracts is aimed especially at the casual user of the information. Reading the abstract in the electronic environment must help to simulate lea ng through the magazine article at a bookshop. We are here not concerned with the nal layout of the abstract, which is very important for this purpose, nor with the addition of images and sound in its nal version, but focus on the textual content of the abstract as a means of arousing curiosity in the complete article.
There is a classic distinction between indicative and informative abstracts. An indicative abstract helps a reader to decide whether consulting the complete document will be worthwhile. An informative abstract reports on the actual content of the text and presents as much as possible of the information contained in it. Such an abstract can act as a stand-alone text surrogate. The highlight abstract is indicative of the content of the original text. It must suggest the main topics of the article without going into too much detail, which might make the reading of the complete text super uous. The highlight abstract has an added dimension. It must not only be factual and suggest what the article is about, but it must also encourage the purchase of the complete article. The abstract consists of clippings of text, i.e. sentences and statements extracted from the text. It preferably contains short, easily readable sentences, which do not rely upon the context of the surrounding article text for a correct interpretation. It is important to include conversational language (e.g. quoted speech, questions) in the abstract, because this makes it interesting.
A demonstrator is built for assessing the value of the methods employed ( Figure 1 ). This demonstrator is ported from the tool that was successfully employed in the SALOMON project for automatically abstracting legal cases [3] .
The demonstrator is built in the programming language C on a Sun™ SPARC station 5 under Solaris® 2.5.1. Its major components are a knowledge base containing the text grammar(s) of the text type(s) and a parser for analysing the texts based on the text grammar. We reused this abstracting tool but with a different text grammar, which re ects the discourse properties of news stories. The parsing recognises the structural segments of which a magazine article is composed. The identi ed text segments are marked with the appropriate category tags. From the tagged article text, statements and sentences to be included in the highlight abstract are selected. The demonstrator was tested on forty articles picked at random. This test set is composed of thirty regular hard news articles, three regular feature articles and seven interview articles. Only two of the interview articles cover a hard news topic.
METHODOLOGY
Automatic abstracting consists of three steps [4] . A text analysis step aims at identifying the content of the text. It is followed by the selection and possible generalisation of the textual data that are relevant for inclusion in the abstract. A nal step concerns text generation in which the text of the abstract is edited or rewritten. Because the abstracts of the magazine articles contain sentences and statements extracted verbatim from the texts, the methods here are concerned with the text analysis and information selection steps of the summarisation process.
The approach we take for abstracting the text is as follows. Knowledge of the discourse structure of the text type is employed to analyse the content of a text and to make a structural decomposition of it in the form of a tagged text. Depending on the focus of interest of the abstract, certain tagged segments of the text are selected to form it.
Linguistic background
It is acknowledged that discourse structures are important when analysing text for summarisation [4] [5] [6] . The typical discourse patterns of news stories can be employed for abstracting magazine articles.
Discourse analysis [7] describes and explains the properties of different discourse types. At a micro level of description, discourse analysis of text outlines the vocabulary, syntax and semantics of the individual sentences, clauses and phrases. At a macro level of description, it considers the text as a complete grammatical unit and studies the different structures a text is composed of and the surface linguistic forms or phenomena that signal text structure. The schematic structure or superstructure [7] is a conventional (and therefore culturally variable) production scheme that is typical of the text type. The latter is made up of parts or segments, either all obligatory or some obligatory and some optional, which occur in a xed or partially xed order. The term 'rhetorical structure', which nds its origin in rhetorical structure theory (RST) [8] , is sometimes used as a synonym for the superstructure of a text, but also refers to intersentential discourse relations (cf. [9] ), which are found across many text types (e.g. relation of motivation). Superstructural as well as rhetorical relations may possibly, but not necessarily, be signalled in the texts by surface linguistic forms, such as the use of typical phrases and other lexical cues, pronoun and other reference use, tense and aspect [10] . The thematic structure of a text concerns its overall organisation in terms of themes or topics. Discourse topics represent the aboutness of a text and also its global meaning: the gist of the discourse, its most important information. The subtopics summarise the more detailed meanings of the discourse that its users may assign to the text. The topics of a text are closely related to the surface linguistic phenomena of the text on a micro as well as on a macro level. They are realised directly or indirectly through the content terms in the sentences of the text. Other phenomena concern thematic markers (e.g. indicators of a topic shift) and locational cues (e.g. position of a topic sentence, position of a term within a sentence: cf. [11, 12] ). The superstructure, rhetorical structure and thematic structure of a text help to realise the communicative goal of the writer of the text ('intentional structure': cf. [13] ).
News discourse has been extensively studied by van Dijk [14] [15] [16] , Bell [2] and Fairclough [17] . On a macro level, news discourse exhibits several structures, which are created by the writer of the text in order to attain his or her communicative goal, including the emphasis on certain aspects of the content, and to cue the reader into the writer's perspective (cf. [18] ). News stories in the written press have a conventional schematic structure or superstructure [2, p. 169 ff; 16, p. 49 ff], which consists of ordered (at least in part) components or segments. The text of a news story is typically composed of a headline, a lead, an attribution and the body of the story. Although it may pick up on a minor point of the story, the headline or heading usually abstracts the main event. So, headlines are not just a summary but part of the news rhetoric whose function is to attract the reader. The lead paragraph establishes the main points of the story. Heading and lead form the journalist's abstract. Also, the lead focuses the story in a particular direction. The attribution, which is situated after the lead and before the main part of the story or is included in the lead, contains the general setting (source, actors, time and place) as well as the source of the information. A story is composed of one or more episodes, which in turn consist of one or more events. An episode or event can have its own detailed attribution and setting. The events together with their follow-up, commentary and background form the main part of the news story. Follow-up covers any action subsequent to the main action of an event. Commentary provides the journalist's or news actors' observations on the action. Background covers context and previous events. The segments of the superstructure may be signalled by speci c linguistic cues such as the use of cue phrases (e.g. a comment section may start with 'in my opinion').
The thematic structure of the news story concerns its overall organisation in terms of the topics and subtopics. In news discourse the schematic structure typically parallels the thematic structure. The more general topics come rst in the story to be followed by more detailed information [14; 17, p. 30] . The main topics appear in the lead and the attribution. Topics become more specialised as the text progresses. The topics of a text are closely related to the surface linguistic phenomena of the text: they can be cued by lexical items or by the position in the text. In news stories, topic sentences are often located as the rst sentence after a subheading or as the rst sentence of a paragraph.
News stories also contain typical rhetorical features that signal rhetorical structure. These features are used to attain a certain communicative goal. In the stories there is always tension between information and entertainment, between the semi-technical and the popular. Journalists use common rhetorical devices to attain this effect [2, p. 204 ff; 17, p. 32 ff]. The stories employ a so-called conversational language, which makes news interesting and more accessible to people. The conversational character is expressed in features such as interrogative and imperative clauses and by the direct representation of the talk of others. Quotations ('quotes') in news stories are supposed to be brief, pithy and colourful and to add a avour of the eyewitness and direct involvement. Moreover, journalists are inclined to use alliteration, punning and metaphorical language.
After intellectually analysing about 100 magazine articles from the Belgian publisher, the above discourse structures and signalling linguistic cues were con rmed.
Knowledge representation
To incorporate knowledge of the discourse patterns of news stories into textprocessing applications, we need an adequate knowledge representation. The knowledge base that we propose employs a domain-independent formalism. It allows representation of text structure in the form of a text speci c grammar. The use of a text grammar is appealing for several reasons [6, 19] , the most notable being that many text types can be decomposed into a limited set of constituents that combine with one another in regular ways.
The formalism for representing the text grammar has been extensively described in [3] . It allows representation of a semantic network of frames in which two types are de ned: segment frames and word pattern frames. A segment frame de nes a text segment: its slots describe the segment and its attributes. Each segment has a name (category), which may indicate its communicative goal. Segments belong to one of the following types: limits, paragraph, sentence, phrase and word pattern. A 'limits' segment is a text block delimited by word patterns (e.g. indicator words or phrases) or by other segments and is possibly characterised by word patterns. The complete text is a special case of this segment type and may be delimited by the beginning and the end of the text le. A 'paragraph' segment is delimited by one or more new line characters, and possibly de ned by delimiting or classifying word patterns. A 'sentence' segment represents a typical text's sentence. A 'phrase' segment is delimited by pre-de ned punctuation marks (e.g. enumeration). The sentence as well as the phrase segment can be de ned by delimiting or classifying word patterns. A 'pattern' segment consists of a de ned word pattern (e.g. template of a text string). A segment can have an interesting substructure. Then, the segment contains pointers to the subsegment frames. Segments have ags indicating whether they are optional or repetitive.
The segment frames are organised as a semantic network and have a hierarchical ('has a') or sequential ('precedes') relation between them. The head segment frame de nes the complete text or one major text component, and its possible subsegments. Such a representation is based upon a 'top down' interpretation of the text: its global concept is broken up into more primitive concepts. Segments of the same hierarchical level may have a sequential relation: they follow one another in the text. The legitimacy of a text segment can also be de ned by the positive outcome of a procedural attachment to the frame (e.g. in the form of a production rule stating an 'if … then' relation between segments). Overlapping segments are not allowed except in the case of nested segments.
In order to identify the boundaries of segments of a text or to recognise their identity, we may look for occurrences of various strings in the text. Indicator words and phrases or a logical combination of them are important surface linguistic cues. They are referred to as word patterns. Each distinct group of word patterns is represented by a word pattern frame, which consists of a semantic class denoting the signi cance of the pattern, followed by a list of relevant patterns. Morphological variants of words can be resolved by the use of wild cards. Other rhetorical patterns (e.g. lay out characteristics, marks) can be represented in like manner and grouped in a pattern class.
Acquisition and implementation of the knowledge in the text grammar formalism required one man week. The knowledge for creating highlight abstracts relates to two slightly different grammars (one for the hard news articles in the column 'België' and one for the feature articles in the column 'Document') with about twenty-ve de nitions of segments categories, twelve cue patterns organised in eight classes, about forty relations between text segments, and thirteen relations between segments and pattern classes. After initial testing, the grammar of the column 'Document' was slightly adapted.
The structural representation of the articles breaks them up into segments, some of which it is useful to include in the highlight abstracts. It roughly represents the schematic structure of the magazine articles ( Figure 2 ). It is important to include headline and lead in the highlight abstract, because of their property of attracting attention to the story and establishing its main points. Advantage is taken of the parallels between the schematic and thematic structure in the stories. It is also important to include in the highlight abstract the topic sentences of the attribution and at the beginning of subsections of the articles (in Figure 2 called relevant_situation_sentence), because they treat the main topics of the article. Lexical cues that indicate hot topics are also crucial. For instance, the semantic class of lexical items that signal 'corruption' is important for this purpose, when summarising current articles about Belgian politics. Rhetorical cues are also employed to de ne cue sentences.
It is possible selectively to represent knowledge about discourse patterns that are relevant to the task at hand and to determine the level of analysis desired. Consequently, multiple views of a text are possible, each conforming to different needs. The simple text grammar can be re ned or altered in order to cope with changing content requirements of the abstract.
Parsing and abstract generation
The deterministic parser is composed of two major modules [3] : a push-down automaton for analysing the nested structures of text segments de ned by a context free grammar, and a nite state automaton that recognises regular expressions in the text. Also, clause, sentence and paragraph boundary disambiguation is based on regular expressions. The activation of a segment frame may depend upon a positive evaluation of a function attached to the frame. This function can <belgië> <relevant_heading> <H1> THE TAILS OF THE CITY</H1> </relevant_heading> <relevant_lead> <P><B><I>Traf c jams are common for more and more people. Will it stay this way or will it change? Specialists speak.</I></B> </relevant_lead> < rst_section> <relevant_situation_sentence> <P> "Traf c jams are unpleasant, but by themselves form no big problem," says of cer <I>Erik Van Poucke</I> of the central dispatching of ce of the state police. </relevant_situation_sentence> <relevant_situation_sentence> Traf c jams are much safer than normal traf c. </relevant_situation_sentence> <relevant_situation_sentence> In the morning rush accidents with more than damage to the bodywork do not happen </relevant_situation_sentence> <rest_section> ……… <relevant_cue_sentence> "The origin of the problem of traf c jams lies especially in the fact that people drive more and more longer distances," says engineer <I>Dirk Engels</I> of the traf c consultancy of ce Tritel. </relevant_cue_sentence> ……… <relevant_cue_sentence> "For the government it is easiest to keep the traf c jams," says advisor <I>Luc De Ryck</I> of the mobility unit of the Flemish region. </relevant_cue_sentence> ……… </rest_section> </ rst_section> <additional_section> <sub_heading> ……… </sub_heading> <text_additional_section> <relevant_situation_sentence> <P>There are essentially two types of traf c jams: the structural ones and the occasional ones. </relevant_situation_sentence> <rest_section> ……… </rest_section> </text_additional_section> </additional_section> <additional_section> <sub_heading> ……… </sub_heading> <text_additional_section> <relevant_situation_sentence> <P>Driving in block has a positive effect on the smoothness of traf c </relevant_situation_sentence> <rest_section> ……… <relevant_cue_sentence> What do cars that drive in six lanes to Brussels do once they are in the city ? </relevant_cue_sentence> ……… </rest_section> </text_additional_section></additional_section> <additional_section> <sub_heading> ……… </sub_heading> <text_additional_section> <relevant_situation_sentence> <P>For the environment activists, traf c jams are an important element in the global traf c issue, not because they cause a slight increase in pollution. </relevant_situation_sentence> <rest_section> ……… </rest_section> </text_additional_section> </additional_section> <additional_section> <sub_heading> ……… </sub_heading> <text_additional_section> <relevant_situation_sentence> <P> Engineer Engels of Tritel does not believe in a shock effect by means of price determination. </relevant_situation_sentence> <rest_section> ……… <relevant_cue_sentence> Where does the money come from to invest in more and better public transportation ? </relevant_cue_sentence> <relevant_cue_sentence> And how can we avoid an early phase of a project in public transportation directly con icting with car traf c? </relevant_cue_sentence> ……… </rest_section> </text_additional_section> </additional_section> </belgië> evaluate a simple production rule or be a complex procedure. In this way a restricted and controlled form of context dependency can be implemented. The parser focuses on nding the text components de ned in the text grammar, while neglecting the remainder of the text, and can thus be regarded as a partial parser. The text parsing is based on the semantic network of frames and triggers a tagging of the text. After a text segment is found, its begin and end positions in the article are marked with the segment name. Tags in SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language) syntax are assigned (Figure 3) . Except for the insertion of category tags, the parsing does not structurally, lexically, morphologically or syntactically alter the original article.
The result of parsing the article is a text in which the segments de ned in the text grammar are identi ed. Some of these segments are relevant for inclusion in the abstract and have received a special naming in the text grammar (e.g. in our application these segments have the pre x 'relevant' in their name: see Figures 2  and 3 ). The abstract is generated by extracting these 'relevant' segments in reading order. The recognition of the other segments was a necessary intermediate step in identifying the units of text to be included in the abstract. The sentences and statements extracted are not altered in any way: even the original layout markups are preserved. When the sentences do not follow each other in the original texts, they are separated by three full stops in the text of the abstract. The abstracts are about one tenth to one twentieth of the length of their original texts.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The forty articles were processed by the system described above. Several of the resulting abstracts are shown in Figures 4-9 , of which the rst three are for hard news articles, the following two for feature articles, and the last one for an interview article. The resulting abstracts show that the proposed techniques are promising.
Performance of the parser
We did not encounter any major problems when parsing the texts. On occasion a segment de ned in the text grammar was not found or only one of its limits was found. When a segment is not found, its subsegments will not be found either. 
THE CHOICE OF DEPREZ
Gérard Deprez has resigned as PSC chairman, but not without arranging his succession.
It had been in the air for some time. Those who regularly kept in contact with him, brought the news that PSC chairman Gérard Deprez was fed up with it. "With this government, with the socialists, with some of his party members" -especially with the latter. … The PSC chairman had to give precedence to this party member Melchior Wathelet. … Joëlle Milquet considers her candidacy. … When only one of the limits of a segment is found (e.g. its begin position), the segment can be identi ed at this limit, thus minimally disturbing the processing of other segments (e.g. adjacent segments). Parsing speed is acceptable. Analysis of an article and output of its abstract take three to eight seconds on our old Sun SPARC station 5.
Quality of abstract s
The forty summaries indicate that plausible highlight abstracts can be generated by analysis of the original article texts based on a simple text grammar with discourse patterns that are typical of news stories. The abstracts of hard news articles are especially satisfying (examples in Figures 4-6 ). We could rely upon the multiple discourse studies of news stories. The feature articles are more dif cult to summarise (examples in Figures 7-8 ). The events of these articles do not necessarily follow a temporal sequence. They are rich in ashbacks, commentary and background, and may expose unexpected twists. They sometimes interweave different stories. As a result, the clippings extracted may be taken from different contexts, which may confuse the reader of the abstract or even mislead him or her, which, for instance, in the case of political stories is not at all desirable. In the experiments we found that often only introductory information from the beginning of the article could be reliably extracted. It is clear that we need more studies about the discourse patterns and communication structures of this kind of article. Seven of the articles processed consisted largely of interviews, and these resulted in plausible abstracts (example in Figure 9 ). Some re nements are possible. Besides some introductory information, questions that are asked in the interview are interesting for arousing the curiosity of a potential buyer of the article. But a selection of questions is necessary, in order not to go into much informational detail and not to compromise the compactness of the highlight abstract. For selecting the right questions, we need more discourse studies about the communicative value of different types of questions and their signalling cues. Also, statistical techniques for topic recognition based upon word distributions are useful for discriminating between questions that treat different topics. Evaluation of automatic summarisation is a dif cult task. An intrinsic evaluation [20, p. 19 ff] traditionally measures the similarity between automatically generated summaries and human prepared ones in terms of quantitatively measuring the completeness, correctness and super uity of the information in the summaries that are automatically generated. However, a correct highlight summary is dif cult to establish. There may be more than one good solution. The Belgian publisher compared the forty abstracts with abstracts of the same texts that were made with a commercial abstracting tool. The commercial tool extracts sentences from the texts that contain highly weighted terms. Our solution was preferred and the techniques, including a re ned version of the text grammar, are now integrated into the document management tool of the publisher. Where is De Schutter, the furious reporter wanted to know? … His evening was completely successful, when he could tell the anecdote of how in an attack of shrewdness he had led the press up the garden path. … De Morgen thus missed a scoop, but more interesting than the name itself was the fact that, for once, the person concerned wasn't shining in the media one second earlier than foreseen … With Bert De Graeve, BRTN gets a so-called apolitical manager, although the directorgeneral of television Jan Ceuleers rightly stated that "anyone has a political conviction, especially someone who has a degree." … In the meantime, the new delegate manager of the BRTN scored well at his rst public appearances … At the weekend, the "old guard", brutally left behind, made itself heard through director of TV Ceuleers. … Who other than Jan Ceuleers can better recognise this approach? … Bert De Graeve's task seems falsely simple, when summed up in one cryptic and hollow slogan: "to give broadcasting more strength." … Is it, for instance, opportune to put the so-called general and technical services on the market as a completely autonomous unit? …
. Example of a highlight abstract of a hard news article of about two pages (translated from Dutch)

THE BLOCKS stand NEXT TO THE CRADLE
In the case of highlight abstracts, it is important to evaluate whether the summary meets the user's need and to assess the legibility of an abstract independently from the source text. Such extrinsic evaluation [20, p. 19 ff] judges the quality of the summary, based on how it effects the completion of the task for which it is intended. The creation of highlight abstracts may be judged successful if an increase in sales of the electronic articles can be obtained, when the selection of articles is based on these summaries, although it is dif cult to establish cause and effect in a commercial situation. In any case, no results of this kind are yet available for our system.
The research concentrated on the analysis of text and extraction of statements and sentences. No effort was made to generate a better abstract by rewriting these sentences and statements. A complete reformulation endangers the original avour and style of the language of the journalist who wrote the article. However, some reformulation seems useful when re ning the current system. Highlight abstracts bene t from short, to-the-point sentences. We might identify foreground information from background information in some of the longer sentences. Then, background information, such as descriptive relative clauses, could be deleted in the extracted sentences. 
NARCISSUS IN POLITICS
In Europe, currently more than 200,000 foreigners have been expelled. In jargon they are called "deportees". Chris De Stoop wrote a book about them "Get the laundry inside". This week: Aziza or the story of deportation in Europe.
Again they have gone underground like in a prison, everyone becomes irrational and neurotic. They cleaned the room of the smallest dust particle and dragged themselves through the day. They spoke about what had been and waited for the things to come. Inside, Aziza Mandova cooked the best of Macedonian food, asked for my hand, and told me her life as a book. Outside the world was full of deaf ears, blind eyes and stony hearts. … Posters with Aziza's picture, Aziza's name and a bold heading: "Reward of One Thousand Marks". The extreme-right Deutsche Liga, which sits in the city council, gives a reward for tips regarding "fake and gipsy Aziza Mandova." … For Dietrich deportees only differ in one respect from other travellers: "They receive only one trip, so that they can not come back to complain." … From then on expulsion is called the cope-stone of the migration policy in all European countries and proposed as an ovenready solution. … In Yugoslavia there was a saying: "Oh! The country from which gipsies ee." … The old prejudices are revived: "Get the laundry from the clothes-line, the gipsies are coming." … "When Aziza was brought back to her ghetto, everyone advised her to ee again, because the situation had not improved: the war had started, and in Macedonia, which was ethnically driven, it could start any moment". The German League wanted to push the expulsion policy to the extreme by considering itself as an extended arm of the police. Didn't they do their "civic duty" by chasing illegal persons? On January 1994 Germany started with the Bavarian speciality: the use of special, closed railway carriages, of which the doors and windows couldn't be opened. Was even the Eurostar not furnished with special cells, in carriages R9 and R10 in which illegal persons are tied to iron rings. … In frontier of ces they are often chained up to radiators until in the morning the police car comes to bring them to "Honecker's villa". … "Tens of them come back, recently also an Iraqi," con rms superintendent Pistor at Berlin airport. … Director Dimitrescu turns up his nose at the passengers: "Many gipsies, thieves and murderers". The Dutch government asked the research institution TNO in 1993 to design "a technical tool" that would prohibit biting, spitting, and screaming. The police already had a little idea: "We are thinking of a transparent cap with holes and a gutter, so that the vomit can ow away." … First, they wanted information about "the organisation" which brings the Sikhs to Europe, then they asked for $300. … "Get the laundry inside, the illegals are coming." … "If your licence is invalid," says Aziza, "they can tri e and fool with you as much as they want."
knowledge. All three types of information give a very different characterisation of the text. Linguistic knowledge that deals with the schematic, rhetorical and thematic structures and their signalling phenomena, such as ordering and lexical cues, is especially useful for abstracting purposes. This knowledge embodies standard, known ways of organising texts that are conventionally associated with seeking to achieve certain communicative effects. Domain world knowledge deals with the representation of the concepts typical of the subject domain treated in the text. Communicative knowledge is part of the contextual knowledge of the communication process. It deals with the representation of the intentional structure recognised by the reader of a text or, in the case of abstracting, with the representation of the focus of attention of the abstract (cf. 'attentional state' in [13] ). In the proposed formalism, the three kinds of knowledge can be represented. The formalism is especially aimed at representing text structures as an ordered set of composing segments (network of segment frames) and as agged by lexical and other surface cues (pattern frames). Domain knowledge can be represented by the word pattern frames that represent a semantic class and its variant patterns. For creating the highlight abstracts, domain knowledge was only minimally present. The text grammar also speci es communicative knowledge. An abstract can have a special focus of attention, which according to the task of the abstract may only be part of the creator's communicative goal. The formalism allows the de ning of different views of the text according to the focus of attention of the abstract. In order to be useful, the formalism must be portable and exible, so that it can be used for representing different text types and abstracting needs. The system was previously successfully applied for abstracting Belgian legal cases and was used to structure the text into relevant and irrelevant text passages and to extract speci c data from the case text [3] . The different types of text segments allow analysis of the text on a passage (text block), paragraph, sentence, clause, or even word pattern level. This makes the formalism exible to comply with different text types and information structuring needs. The approach is especially useful when information in a text can be identi ed based upon knowledge of the text schema, upon knowledge of rhetorical cues, or upon insight into the thematic structure of the text. The information to be identi ed and eventually to be selected in the abstract might differ according to the purpose of the abstract. When summarising legal cases, it was essential to identify in the texts important passages that were further summarised by means of shallow statistical techniques [21] as well as speci c information that could easily be recognised on the basis of discourse knowledge (e.g. important statute citations). When generating a highlight abstract of a magazine article, it was important to extract sentences from the article that related to its main topics based on knowledge of the thematic structure of the article and its relation with the text schema. It was also meaningful to extract sentences from the article that aroused the curiosity of the audience based on the occurrence of rhetorical cues.
The text grammar approach has been proven useful for extracting information from texts and for abstracting texts, but these are not its sole applications [6] . It has many applications in text indexing. For instance, subparts of documents can be identi ed which are likely to contain relevant material. From them, index terms, which are used as search terms in information retrieval or as features for learning text classi ers, can be extracted or highly weighted. Other signi cant applications of text grammars are the text drafting and generation systems that aim at enhancing the communicative value of texts and at making texts more easily understandable by machine.
CONTRIBUTIONS AND RELATED RESEARCH
Automatic summarisation of texts is a dif cult task, especially when the texts cover heterogeneous subjects.
A rst group of techniques relies heavily on knowledge sources to interpret the surface features of a text. These methods nd their origin in natural language processing. A substantial number of existing systems rely on domain knowledge of a restricted subject domain. One of the oldest of such systems is the FRUMP system [22] (see [23] for overviews of other systems). Communication by means of natural language text (spoken or written) is governed by discourse patterns. It is acknowledged that knowledge of these patterns is indispensable in text understanding, even if this understanding is only partial, as is often the case in abstracting the content of a text [6] . In general, knowledge of discourse structure is much less domain dependent. Some structures, such as the text type dependent superstructure, are sometimes exclusively used in a certain text typology, but many other communication structures are widely used. Hence, there is an emerging interest in using discourse patterns in text abstracting. This interest is not new: early text summarisation systems already employed discourse patterns in a limited way.
The schematic structure or superstructure of a text and its signalling linguistic cues have always been recognised as being signi cant in text summarisation [19, [24] [25] [26] . Liddy et al. [27] use an explicit model of the schema of the news story text type for automatically structuring Wall Street Journal articles into discourse segments. Recognition of the segments relies heavily on their order of precedence in the article texts and their signalling lexical cues. The text type dependent superstructure and the text type independent rhetorical relations are often hinted at by typical natural language expressions in the text. In early summarisation systems cue words and indicator phrases are used to indicate signicant sentences in a text or to reject sentences that are without any value in the summarisation process [28] [29] [30] . Rhetorical cues continue to be highly valued in present summarisation systems [31, 32] . The usefulness of text schemata leads to the idea of representing text structures by means of a text grammar. Presently, taxonomies of discourse segment relations and their signalling linguistic phenomena are at the disposal of text summarisation [8, 10, 33] .
Not surprisingly, the thematic structure of a text is useful for text summarisation and for automatic indexing in general. In early systems, it was recognised that the rst or the last sentence of a paragraph and sentences at the beginning or end of a document are usually the most central to the theme of the text [12, 28, 34, 35] . Such locational cues are useful for identifying sentences to be included in the abstract. Speci c words and phrases cue thematic content and shifts in thematic content. More re ned patterns of thematic progression were implemented by Hahn [36] : the elaboration of one speci c topic within a text passage, the detection of topic shifts within a sentence, and deriving the topic, which is composed of different subtopics, across text passages. Also the thematic structure of individual sentences can be exploited to pinpoint topics that are most in focus, which can be used for identifying key text topics and sub-topics [11, 12] . It is generally agreed that theme recognition and development in texts need further research in order to recognise automatically the thematic processes in texts [37, 38] . This research is valuable for text summarisation and indexing in general.
A second group of techniques for text summarisation takes advantage of the word distributions in texts and consists of more shallow statistical techniques. They originated in information retrieval research (indexing with natural language index terms), are weaker in terms of general results, but are more general with regard to the application domain. In information retrieval research there is a long tradition of identifying words and phrases in a text that re ect its topics based on their distribution characteristics in the text and/or in a reference corpus. There are many techniques for word and phrase weighting in texts [39] . Signi cant words and phrases help in identifying the relevant sentences that are retained for summary purposes. A simple approach extracts sentences that contain highly weighted terms possibly in close proximity [24, 28, 40; 41, p. 439 ff] . There is a growing interest in identifying thematically coherent sentences in a text based on its term distributions. Techniques concern the grouping of textual units ( xed number of words or units marked orthographically such as sentences or paragraphs) that have similar patterns of content terms [21, 42, 43] . Once the thematic structure is determined, it can be used to extract selectively important sentences or paragraphs from the text and, traversing the extracted units in reading order, to construct a text extract that serves as a summary [21, 43] .
Our research here demonstrates the usefulness of discourse structures for text summarisation. First, our research proves the importance of discourse patterns in automatic abstracting. These include the schematic structure or superstructure of a text and its signalling linguistic cues, the rhetorical relations hinted at by cue words and indicator phrases, and the thematic structure of a text. We were able to combine knowledge of news schemata with knowledge of the thematic structure and rhetorical cues in order to generate plausible abstracts of magazine articles that re ect their main topics while arousing curiosity about the full articles. In addition, our research demonstrates that acceptable abstracts can be automatically generated from texts discussing a large variety of subjects by exploiting knowledge of the discourse patterns.
Second, our research proposes a domain-independent formalism that allows representation of texts of different types. As is already demonstrated when abstracting legal cases [3] , the proposed text grammar formalism integrates linguistic knowledge of the discourse structures, their ordering and cues with domain and communicative knowledge. Using the formalism for abstracting completely different texts, namely magazine articles, only con rms the usefulness of the approach. There is also a growing interest in tailoring abstracts to the speci c needs of users [44] . The text grammar allows representation of different views of a text and focusing on speci c information.
CONCLUSIONS
This research demonstrates that the typical discourse patterns of magazine articles can be implemented in a text grammar and employed to create automatically highlight abstracts of the articles. The writer of a text employs speci c discourse patterns (schematic, rhetorical, thematic), so that a reader maximally discovers the text's message. The patterns also guide the reader in interpreting the passages of the text. A reader can likewise approach a text with various structural expectations. It is this shared knowledge that is highly valued in automatic summarisation of texts and in identifying certain information in them. The successful creation of highlight abstracts of magazine articles demonstrates that the approach is suitable for abstracting texts that cover unrestrained subject domains.
The text grammar formalism proposed comprises an initiative to integrate different discourse structures and their signalling cues, together with valuable domain and communicative knowledge. Moreover, the formalism is portable to different text types and exible enough to accommodate different abstracting needs.
